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Introduction to Customer Relationship Management Systems 

(CRM) 

 

One the essential pieces of technology you’ll need in your 21st century 

accommodation business is what’s known as a “customer relationship 

management” system or CRM system. 

Let’s first explain what this is, what it can do for you and why you need 

one, if you don’t have one already 

A customer relationship management system holds your customer 

records, when they stayed, how long they stayed, how much money they 

spent with you, and other data such as their birthdays, anniversaries, 

whether they came with their dog, their special dietary requirements etc. 

etc. 

A proper CRM system allows you to do two things: 

First, you can legally hold customer data, with permission and according 

to data protection regulations. 

You might say, well I have all that in my online booking system, and you 

probably do, but here’s the second thing a CRM system will do for you 

It will allow you to send out bulk emails and market to your customers, 

after they’ve stayed with you, using a legally protected email marketing 

system 

So what we’re saying here is that you need to have a central place in your 

business where you can legally store customer information and, secondly, 

have the ability to use that customer data for future bulk email 

marketing, also legally 

You cannot legally do this using an Excel spreadsheet or even your usual 

email account, such as gmail, Hotmail, Outlook etc.  

A quick word about MailChimp as I’ve come across many owners who use 

it 
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• It’s NOT a CRM system, it’s an email marketing system 

• It’s inefficient because your customer data is NOT all in one place 

• If it’s free, it means you’re the product, which means they sell your 

data 

• Facebook does this.  It looks free but they sell your data to 

advertisers 

• Free stuff isn’t really free so don’t try to build your business on free 

stuff 

• Everyone has to make money, just like you 

 

So what are some of the CRMs I can use? 

There are dozens of them, here’s some of them: 

Pipedrive CRM 

Oracle NetSuite 
noCRM.io 

Salesmate 
EngageBay 

ZohoCRM 

Hubspot CRM 
Salesforce CRM 

Sugar CRM 
Keap/Infusionsoft 

ActiveCampaign 
Nimble CRM 

Oracle CRM 
Microsoft Dynamics CRM 
 

Apart from the two big legal reasons for having a CRM system, here’s 

more reasons to use one: 

• It provides a better and improved customer relationship. 

• It offers strong efficiency in serving guests and frees up your time 

• It reduces costs and manual efforts. 

 

Here are some of the disadvantages of not having a CRM system 

• Without CRM it really gets difficult to manage customer contacts  

• There is no central point of contact for each guest. 
• Increases your manual efforts to a great extent. 

• Small scale businesses easily loses track of opportunities to sell 

• Lesser accessibility of data and lesser customer satisfaction. 
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Of course your CRM system is only as good as the data you input into it, 
and as far as I know there is only one CRM system that integrates with an 

online booking system, so your data input will need to be manual. 

However, once you set up your system, you’ll find that it takes no time at 
all, compared to the time you spend trying to organize your customer 

information on an Excel spreadsheet, or worse, not at all 

How do you use a CRM system in your accommodation business? 

 

In my experience, in an independent hospitality business, there are three 

essential ways to use a CRM system 

1) To build a relationship and upsell your booked in guests 

2) To make specific and appropriate offers to segments of your list of 
past guests 

3) To attract potential guests into your world 

These three crucial systems effectively form the “engine” of your business 

and work along in the background.  All you need to do is pour in the “oil” 
meaning your creativity to keep it purring along for you in good times and 

bad. 

If you’re savvy and experienced, you’re probably doing bits of these, and 
if you’re new and inexperienced, you’re probably doing none of these, and 

this is why the online booking agents such as Booking dot com, Expedia, 

etc. have been so very successful 

They understand the power of a “database” or customer list, and they’ve 

been gathering data on your guests since they started out.   

Their databases are mind-bogglingly huge 

They’re using your customers’ data to sell to them, over and over again 
and this is one of the biggest reasons they don’t share guests’ details with 

you, and insist you use their own internal system to communicate with 
guests who book via them, so they’re constantly building a bigger and 

bigger database for themselves 

They’re using it to sell other accommodations, most likely in your area, 

maybe even in your street. 

They’re using it to sell other products and services, such as car hire, 

insurance, cruises, other travel-related products 
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And if that wasn’t bad enough, if you’re using them to bring you guests, 
you’ve been paying them by way of booking commissions, to build their 

enormous customer databases!! 

Very few owners realise this, and if they do, they ignore it. 

I can’t stress enough the problems of not having your own CRM system 

will cause you down the line. 

You’ll be tied to the online booking platforms forever 

You’re ability to create direct bookings will rely on a hit and miss 

approach  

You’ll struggle with the cashflow worries of the low seasons because you’ll 

have no-one to market to when you need bookings 

You’ll be constantly looking for new guests, instead of building a list of 

past customers who want to hear from you and book again with you 

You’ll have no strategic communications going on, to keep your past 

guests interested 

You’ll become a kind of employee of the online travel agents’ business, 

effectively working FOR THEM 

You won’t have created a valuable asset that you can sell when the time 

comes 

You’ll be at the mercy of the vagaries of the market, chosen mainly on 

price or for your discounts 

Without a CRM system, you’ll essentially have no real business you can 

rely on 

Have I convinced you yet? 

Here’s the truth 

In the many years since 2013 when I first began helping owners 

worldwide to create businesses they love, I’ve yet to come across one 

owner who is actively using a CRM system in their business.   

This is the sad state of the industry today 

If you do nothing else this year, I strongly encourage you to learn how to 
use a CRM system in your business, so you can protect yourself and your 

family from whatever’s going on in the world 
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Because once you’ve built a list of loyal followers  - meaning guests, past, 
present and future, you’ll have effectively built a “moat” around yourself, 

where that loyal following will support you in good times and bad, and 
give you the peace of mind, financial security and freedom that most 

owners are still searching for 

 

 

 

 

 

 


